2022 Australian
Federal Election
Weighted score out of 30

Political Party

Total score out of 30

Prosper’s election scorecard
Sustainable
Australia
Party

Australian
Democrats

Fusion Party

Australian
Progressives

Australian
Greens

Reason
Australia

Rex Patrick
Team

Seniors
United Party
of Australia

Centre
Alliance

Socialist
Alliance

ALP

The New
Liberals

Animal
Justice Party

Liberal
Democratic
Party

Victorian
Socialists

LNP

UAP
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10.5

10.5

10

8

6.5

6

5

5

4.5

3.5

3

0

0

-5

2.5

5

2.5

0

0

2

2

0

2.5

Land taxes up

5

2.5

5

5

Production taxes down
(payroll, income, normal
company profits)

5

5

5

5

Resource rent/ super profits
taxes up

5

5

5

Natural monopolies in public
ownership

4

4

Demand-side housing policy
(e.g. tax reform, no buyers
subsidies, credit controls)

3

3

Supply-side housing policy
(e.g. non-market housing,
social housing, infrastructure)

3

Pricing social and
environmental externalities
(e.g. carbon pricing, water
policy, road user charging)

0

2.5

5

-2.5

5

5

4

4

4

3

1.5

3

3

2.5

1.5

3

3

3

3

3

3

0

1.5

1.5

2

1

2

2

Democratic reforms
(e.g. electoral reform,
citizen-led referenda,
donation reform, ICAC)

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Citizen's dividends/Basic
Income/ Job Guarantee

1

1

1

1

0.5

1

An eclectic
minor party
amalgamation
of futurists,
libertarians, and
progressives.
Carbon pricing,
Land tax,
UBI, Oppose
rent-seeking
and parasitic
monopolism,
flat tax for
welfare and
income, fund
public housing,
reform capital
gains tax
discount,
intellectual
property
reform, integrity
measures and
whistleblower
protection

The Australian
Progressives
will "support
policies that
de-prioritise
tax advantages
favouring “rent
seeking” and
speculation
rather than
a person’s
self earned
income."
Enough said.

Federal
Housing Trust,
Carbon Farms,
Manufacturing
Renaissance
Bank, High
Speed Rail: the
Greens policy
suite reads like
a Lonely Planet
Guide to a
utopian science
fiction future.
Job Guarantees
for Coal
workers. A tax
on billionaires
and corporate
super profits.
In Australia
this is basically
banks, miners
and propertyinterests, but
holistic tax
reform it is not.

The party
of small
population,
with a nuanced
approach to
government
intervention in
markets and
solid policies on
value capture,
rezoning
windfalls
and resource
rents. Like the
Greens without
the woke.

A largely social
democratic
platform
that includes
government
intervention in
housing, tax
reform, but
also supports
private markets
and market
mechanisms
e.g. the energy
sector.

5

2

The party of
sex, drugs and
good housing
policy. Leader,
Fiona Patten
spearheaded
an inquiry in
homelessness
in Victoria

2.5

2.5

5

2.5

2.5

1

1

2

1

0

2

2

2

2

2

0.5
Rex Patrick
spearheaded
and inquiry
into Oil and
Petroleum
resource rents,
making FOI
requests is his
hobby. Voted for
income tax cuts
and lobbied for
temporary cuts
to fuel excise.
We trust SA to
put him back
in our Federal
senate. Bit of a
legend really.

Strangely
anti-renewable
energy but also
anti-logging,
and pro EVs.
Suggest either
replacing
everything with
GST, or a bunch
of reasonable
tax reforms.
We're not sure
what these guys
are on about.

Current senator
Stirling Griff
has supported
a Federal
ICAC and
whistle blower
protections,
income tax
cuts, but also
supported the
"back packer
tax". He has
voted against
privatisation
(in agedcare), and
for increased
funding for
public housing.

Tax the Rich.
Wealth taxes,
super-profits tax
Nationalisation
of resources
& public
housing. Typical
contempt for
markets and
private sector
activity.

Labor is not
proposing tax
reforms
beyond
multinationals.
$10 Housing
Australia
Future Fund
will provide
ongoing federal
funding for
social housing.
Reestablish
a function to
monitor housing
supply at
Commonwealth
level. Keep NBN
in public hands,
and make a
public company
to upgrade the
power grid.
Not the Liberal
Party.

0

3

2

2

2

1

1

"...neoclassical
economic
policy...is a
deception
designed to
move income
up to the
1% most
wealthy..."
TNL is seeking a
MMT informed
Reset to change
the underlying
politicaleconomy of the
housing market.

Focus on
Animal Welfare
issues, the AJP
have some
interesting
economic
policies centred
on a Green New
Deal. Victorian
AJP MLC Andy
Meddick has
supported
reforms
advocated
by Prosper
Australia.
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2.5
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2.5

3

-1.5

-3

1.5

0

4

0

1

Libertarians in
the neoclassical
vein. They want
to lower income
and company
taxes, but lose
marks for utter
blindness to
rents (though
their Victorian
MLCs seem to
be across the
land tax issues).
Policies include
lowering the
minimum wage,
rolling back
some nanny
state protection
rackets,
removing the
banking bailout
guarantees.

What is says
on the tin,
Socialists
in Victoria.

0

0

0

1

Unlike
their NSW
counterparts,
the Federal LNP
has no explicit
policy on
shifting to land
taxes, publicly
undermining
LVT during the
campaign. Not
the Labor Party.

Oppose RRTs,
but support an
export tariff
on iron ore
hypothetical to
repayment of
federal debt.
UAP get the
raspberry award
for shittiest
housing policy
with a plan to
not only make
home loans tax
deductible, but
mandating a
3% maximum
rate of interest
on home loans.

